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Abstract Micro-to-millisecond motions of proteins

transmit pivotal signals for protein function. A powerful

technique for the measurement of these motions is nuclear

magnetic resonance spectroscopy. One of the most widely

used methodologies for this purpose is the constant-time

Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CT-CPMG) relaxation dis-

persion experiment where kinetic and structural informa-

tion can be obtained at atomic resolution. Extraction of

accurate kinetics determined from CT-CPMG data requires

refocusing frequencies that are much larger than the

nuclei’s exchange rate between states. We investigated the

effect when fast processes are probed by CT-CPMG

experiments via simulation and show that if the intrinsic

relaxation rate RCT�CPMG
2;0

� �
is not known a priori the

extraction of accurate kinetics is hindered. Errors on the

order of 50 % in the exchange rate are attained when

processes become fast, but are minimized to 5 % with a

priori RCT�CPMG
2;0 information. To alleviate this

shortcoming, we developed an experimental scheme

probing RCT�CPMG
2;0 with large amplitude spin-lock fields,

which specifically contains the intrinsic proton longitudinal

Eigenrelaxation rate. Our approach was validated with

ubiquitin and the Oscillatoria agardhii agglutinin (OAA).

For OAA, an underestimation of 66 % in the kinetic rates

was observed if RCT�CPMG
2;0 is not included during the

analysis of CT-CPMG data and result in incorrect kinetics

and imprecise amplitude information. This was overcome

by combining CT-CPMG with RCT�CPMG
2;0 measured with a

high power R1q experiment. In addition, the measurement

of RCT�CPMG
2;0 removes the ambiguities in choosing between

different models that describe CT-CPMG data.

Keywords Relaxation dispersion � CT-CPMG �
R1q � Kinetics

Introduction

Motions displayed by proteins on the micro-to-millisecond

timescale are integral to their function. Within this time-

scale excursions in a ground-state ensemble (Ban et al.

2011; Lange et al. 2008) or to intermediates that are

sparsely populated (Bhabha et al. 2011; Eisenmesser et al.

2005) have been linked to molecular recognition, or

enzymatic catalysis, respectively. Nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (NMR) is a key spectroscopic tool for investigating

the different states of proteins. A particular unique phe-

nomenon inherent to NMR is the ability to explore

exchange. It is ascribed to events in which nuclei that

interconvert between distinct chemical environments on

the micro- to millisecond timescale contributes as a source

of relaxation to a nuclei’s effective transverse relaxation
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rate (R2,eff) (Neudecker et al. 2009; Palmer 2004; Palmer

et al. 2001). The primary and most widely used NMR

technique for probing R2,eff is relaxation dispersion (RD) in

which dispersion in R2,eff is created by altering the degree

of refocusing for a given populated magnetization (Palmer

et al. 2001). From such data, information about the inter-

conversion rate (kex) between the differently populated

states, the difference in the chemical shifts of these states

(Dx), and the intrinsic relaxation rate (R2,0) for a given

nuclei can be extracted.

A severe drawback with the use of Carr–Purcell–Mei-

boom–Gill (CPMG) (Carr and Purcell 1954; Meiboom and

Gill 1958) sequences as an RD experiment was that the

applied frequency (mCPMG) must be carefully considered to

prevent generation of antiphase magnetization caused by

scalar couplings and thus, only a short interpulse delay

between 180� pulses could be applied. This drawback could

be alleviated by averaging the contributions to R2,0 from the

inphase and the antiphase magnetization RCT�CPMG
2;0

� �

(Loria et al. 1999). This also allows for RD experiments to be

carried out in a constant-time (Loria et al. 1999; Tollinger

et al. 2001) (CT-CPMG) fashion, which dramatically redu-

ces the measurement time (Skrynnikov et al. 2001). For the

RD experiments using the CT-CPMG sequence, the applied

frequency (mCPMG) within a given constant-time block is

varied in order to measure the change in R2,eff as a function of

mCPMG. For increasing mCPMG, populated magnetization

coherences become more completely refocused and R2,eff

decreases to RCT�CPMG
2;0 , or the point at which all exchange

has been removed. However, typical mCPMG values for 15N

nuclei are limited to 1 kHz (Ishima 2012). This constraint

results in the inability to resolve fast kinetic processes since

the exchange contribution that remains is not sampled and

the overall exchange contribution Rex ¼ R2;eff ðvCPMG ! 0Þ
�

�R2;eff ðvCPMG !1ÞÞ will be underestimated. Here, we

show that the extraction of kinetic information by CT-CPMG

can be hindered when RCT�CPMG
2;0 is not known a priori and

included in the analysis, but can be alleviated by using large

amplitude transverse-rotating frame spin-lock fields that are

applied to same observables that are tracked during the CT-

CPMG experiments. The proposed experimental procedure

outlined below is also a critical aspect since RCT�CPMG
2;0 is not

the same as what is obtained from standard 15N relaxation

measurements (vide infra) (Farrow et al. 1994).

Results and discussion

Although the improvement of accuracy and precision in the

CPMG fitting with a prior RCT�CPMG
2;0 is known in the lit-

erature (Akke et al. 1998; Evenäs et al. 2001; Grey et al.

2003), the detail description of the improvement is still

lacking and thus we employed Monte-Carlo (MC) simu-

lations on synthetic data that were generated with various

values of kex using a simple two-state exchange scenario,

A �
k1

k�1

B where k1 ? k-1 = kex, (see ‘‘Materials and

Methods’’; Fig. 1). These synthetic datasets were fitted to

models described by the Bloch-McConnell equations

(McConnell 1958) (BM; Fig. 1a, b), and the Luz-Meiboom

equation (Luz and Meiboom 1963) (LM; Fig. 1c, d), with

RCT�CPMG
2;0 either as a parameter to be fitted (green circle in

Fig. 1) or as a known parameter (blue circle in Fig. 1). It is

apparent from Fig. 1 that the fractional error in the fitted

exchange rate (kex
fit) relative to the true exchange rate (kex

true

is the kex value used as input for the generation of the

synthetic sets) was as large as *30 and 50 % (in particular,

when the exchange process is fast; kex
true/Dx[* 4) for the

BM and LM models, respectively, when RCT�CPMG
2;0

remained as a variable (green circles Fig. 1). In contrast,

when RCT�CPMG
2;0 was included as a known parameter during

the minimization of a given synthetic set, the error in kex
fit

does not exceed more than 5 % over all ratios of kex
true/Dx in

the simulations. The RCT�CPMG
2;0 included in this analysis can

be obtained from a different experiment, as suggested in

this work. Further, the uncertainties of fitted kex (r) were

reduced by as much as 12–14-fold when RCT�CPMG
2;0 is

known compared to the situation where RCT�CPMG
2;0 has to be

fitted (Fig. 1b, d). The pseudo Lorentzian profile from the

reduction in (rRCT�CPMG
2;0

�Known) beyond kex
true/Dx[ 8

(Fig. 1b, d) is due to the effect that as kex
true increases the

overall contribution of exchange Rex ¼ R
ðlow mCPMGÞ
2;eff

�

�R
ðhigh mCPMGÞ
2;eff Þ decreases for those synthetic sets (Fig. S1)

and introduces larger errors in kex
fit . The simulations here

were conducted with dispersion curves created at two dif-

ferent spectrometer field strengths as this is frequently done

to increase the precision in the extracted parameters

(Kovrigin et al. 2006). However, even with measurements

conducted at a single field using a known RCT�CPMG
2;0 during

the fitting procedure still constitutes an advantage over

leaving RCT�CPMG
2;0 as an adjustable parameter (Fig. S2).

Thus, it is clearly beneficial to directly measure

RCT�CPMG
2;0 and include this value as a known parameter for

extracting accurate kinetic information from dispersion

profiles. We also considered the situation in which

RCT�CPMG
2;0 is not directly fixed, but instead when a mea-

surement is made with large mCPMG values (Fig S3) (Akke

et al. 1998; Evenäs et al. 2001; Grey et al. 2003). This

produced a similar trend as in Fig. 1, but the accuracy in

the determination at ratios of kex
true/Dx[ 10 deteriorated as
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compared to including RCT�CPMG
2;0 as a known parameter

(Fig S3).

In principle, the refocusing frequency (mCPMG) used

during a CT-CPMG experiment must be much larger than

kex, to quench the contribution from exchange in the

measured R2,eff which then becomes RCT�CPMG
2;0 . However,

the typical upper value of mCPMG that is utilized on con-

ventional spectrometers, approximately 1 kHz for 15N,

(Ishima 2012; Ishima and Torchia 2003) is not large

enough to suppress exchange processes faster than

*150 ls (Ishima and Torchia 1999; Palmer et al. 2001;

Vallurupalli et al. 2011). Due to this restriction, high power

transverse rotating frame relaxation (Palmer and Massi

2006) (R1q) experiments can be used as an alternative for

quenching exchange processes. Since the amplitude of the

spin-lock fields (mSL) in R1q experiments is larger than

mCPMG, more efficient quenching of a given exchange event

is achieved and thus can provide a more accurate value of

RCT�CPMG
2;0 . In R1q experiments, the fastest process that can

be removed (1/2pmSL) depends on the largest amplitude of

mSL permitted. The recent development of high spin lock

amplitudes using a cryogenically cooled probehead (Ban

et al. 2012) is of keen interest since generated mSL up to

6 kHz for 15N nuclei, which represent an improvement by a

factor of three in the achievable field strength, can yield a

R2,eff that is free from an exchange process slower than

25 ls. Thus, we turn to develop the heteronuclear rotating-

frame invasive nuclear exchange (HEROINE) experiment

for measuring R2,eff, utilizing the highest possible spin-lock

field strength. The latter is included as currently the best

measure of RCT�CPMG
2;0 in order to improve the accuracy of

model fitting data acquired from CT-CPMG experiments.

The pulse scheme of HEROINE (Fig. 2) monitors the same

coherence as in CT-CPMG experiments (Loria et al. 1999;

Tollinger et al. 2001), namely averaged inphase and antiphase

(1/2 (Ny ? 2 HzNx)) magnetization. Using INEPT, antiphase

coherence (2HzNx) is generated and its relaxation rate Ranti
1q

� �

is monitored by a spin-lock (SLx) with a time of T/2

Ia / exp �Ranti
1q T=2

� �� �
. After point a in Fig. 2, the anti-

phase coherence is transferred to an inphase coherence (Ny),

using a relaxation compensated element (Loria et al. 1999)

and the relaxation rate of the inphase (Rin
1q) is monitored by a

spin-lock (SLy) for a time of T/2. Thus, at time point b in

Fig. 2, the intensity is proportional to exp �Ranti
1q T=2

� �
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Fig. 1 a, c Comparison of the errors in the fitted exchange rate (kex
fit)

as a fraction of the true exchange rate (kex
true). Synthetic CT-CPMG

data were generated up to a maximum mCPMG of 1 kHz (details in

‘‘Materials and Methods’’) and fitted to the Bloch-McConnell (BM; a

and b) and the Luz-Meiboom (LM; c and d) equations with RCT�CPMG
2;0

either as a fitting parameter (green circle in a and c) or a known

parameter (blue circle in a and c). b, d The ratio between

uncertainties in the determination of kex
fit , defined as the standard

deviation from Monte-Carlo (MC) runs using RCT�CPMG
2;0 as a fitting

parameter (rRCT�CPMG
2;0

�Fit) and as a known parameter (rRCT�CPMG
2;0

�Known).

Overestimation of kex
fit in c for 1 B kex

true/Dx \* 3 due to the

limitation of LM equation (Fig. S1) are boxed
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exp �Rin
1qT=2

� �
¼ exp � Ranti

1q þRin
1q

2

� �
T

� �
, compared with CT-

CPMG exp � Ranti
2
þRin

2

2

� �
T

� �
¼ exp �R

eff
2 T

� �� �
. Since spin-

lock fields are used the exponential function takes the form

I Tð Þ ¼ I0exp �R
eff
1qT

� �
, where R

eff
1q is

Ranti
1q þRin

1q

2

� �
, and retains a

rate of R
eff
1q ¼ R1 cos2 hþ ðRmSL!1

2;0 þ Rex
1qÞ sin2 h where R1,

RmSL!1
2;0 , Rex

1q, and h are the longitudinal relaxation rate, the

intrinsic transverse rotating-frame relaxation rate, contribu-

tion from exchange, and the tilt angle (h = tan-1(mSL/X);

X = m0 - mRF; m0 is the resonance frequency for a given

nucleus and mRF is where mSL is applied), respectively. Here,

RmSL!1
2;0 is again the average between inphase and antiphase

relaxation rates measured by transverse rotating-frame

experiments. For the CT-CPMG measured rate, R2,eff can be

expressed as R2;eff ¼ RCT�CPMG
2;0 þ Rex

CT�CPMG. It is important

to note that RCT�CPMG
2;0 is the intrinsic exchange free relaxation

rate for CT-CPMG experiments (Loria et al. 1999) and is not

directly comparable to the pure inphase relaxation rate

measured by other relaxation techniques such as cross

correlated relaxation (Farrow et al. 1994; Kroenke et al. 1998).

In HEROINE, longitudinal proton relaxation is also sampled

for a period of T/2 due to the averaging between inphase and

antiphase heteronuclear coherences. When HEROINE is

performed on-resonance (h = 90�; R1 = 0), the measured

rate is R
eff
1q ¼ RmSL!1

2;0 þ Rex
1q. Therefore, if mSL and mCPMG in

the HEROINE and CT-CPMG experiments, respectively, are

sufficiently large to suppress the contribution of exchange on

the relaxation rate Rex
1q � Rex

CT�CPMG ¼ 0
� �

, the same intrinsic

transverse relaxation rate will be achieved RCT�CPMG
2;0 ¼

�

RmSL!1
2;0 Þ. However, the maximum attenuation of a given

exchange event monitored during a CT-CPMG experiment is

often not sufficient, given the relatively small refocusing

frequency, and may introduce an error in the extraction of

kinetic information as described earlier. In contrast, using the

recent development of applying a high spin-lock field strength

up to 6 kHz an exchange process slower than 25 ls can be
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Fig. 2 Pulse scheme of the HEROINE experiment for measuring

R2,eff utilizing a high spin-lock field strength, which can be used as

RCT�CPMG
2;0 for improving the accuracy of model fitting CPMG data.

All 1H and 15N 90� and 180� rectangular pulses are represented by

narrow and wide black bars, respectively, and were applied at

35.7 kHz and 10.6 kHz for 1H and 15N, respectively. The shaped 1H

90� water selective pulses within the first INEPT block represent

gaussian-shaped pulses and were applied for a duration of 1.5 ms in

order to maintain water magnetization along the ?z axis before the

spin-lock period. Analogous to the relaxation compensated constant

time CPMG (CT-CPMG) schemes (Loria et al. 1999; Tollinger et al.

2001), the relaxation delay (T) is split into two sections where 2HzNx

and Ny coherences are each measured for a length of T/2 during the

SLx and SLy spin-lock blocks, respectively. The field strength of the

implemented SL field can be set to any value; here we used a large

amplitude (mSL = 6 kHz) to ensure that resonances which are on-

resonance had exchange processes with lifetimes up to 25 ls

quenched (Ban et al. 2012). Only resonances that are on-resonance

are considered for further analysis. Therefore, a hard 90� 15N pulse

suffices to place a target resonance within the transverse plane before

the start of the spin-lock. Cross correlated relaxation between

chemical shift anisotropy and dipolar coupling was suppressed by

applying 1H 180� rectangular pulses at T/8 and 3T/8 during a given

SL period (Massi et al. 2004). To ensure equal power deposition

during all values of T, a linear temperature compensation scheme

(mSLheat = mSL) was used in which SLHeat is the difference between

the longest relaxation delay (Tmax) and the length of a given total SL

period (T). SLHeat was applied at 28.4 kHz upfield from the

transmitter frequency. Before purging the 15N Boltzmann polariza-

tion, the 15N transmitter frequency was placed back on-resonance.

During acquisition 15N decoupling was done with a WALTZ16

scheme at field strength of 2 kHz (Shaka et al. 1983). The delay s was

set to 1/4JNH (2.7 ms). Frequency discrimination in the indirect

dimension was achieved by States-TPPI (Marion et al. 1989)

quadrature detection utilizing the following phase scheme: /1 = (x,

-x, -x, x), /2 = (y, y, -y, -y), and /rec = (-x, x, x, -x). Phases

for all pulses are x phase unless otherwise indicated. Gradients with

strengths (length) of G0 = 42 G/cm (1 ms), G1 = 10 G/cm (0.5 ms),

G2 = 28 G/cm (0.5 ms), G3 = 38 G/cm (0.5 ms), G4 = 12 G/cm

(0.5 ms), G5 = 37 G/cm (0.5 ms), G6 = 16 G/cm (0.5 ms), G7 = 24

G/cm (0.5 ms), G8 = 20 G/cm (0.5 ms), and G9 = 35 G/cm (0.5 ms)

were used

76 J Biomol NMR (2013) 57:73–82
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quenched in HEROINE and a more veracious RCT�CPMG
2;0 can

be obtained (Ban et al. 2012). For the off-resonance (h\ 90�)

situation, complications caused by a contribution from R1 due

to the tilt angle will arise. However, in the current imple-

mentation (using a 6 kHz spin-lock field strength), only 2.2 %

contribution of R1 is expected, even with an offset of 15 ppm

on a 600 MHz spectrometer. Here, we repeated HEROINE at

three different offsets and observed that R1 had a negligible

contribution (\0.1 %) to R1q.

In order to validate whether HEROINE results in the

same R2,eff observed in CT-CPMG, we performed HER-

OINE and CT-CPMG measurements at 298 K on 15N

labeled ubiquitin, since exchange slower than 25 ls would

not contribute to the measurement of 15N relaxation (Ban

et al. 2011; Massi et al. 2005). In Fig. 3a, typical HERO-

INE measurements for Ile23 and Lys39 are displayed

showing that a monoexponential profile is retained and

other effects from cross-correlated relaxation during the

spin-lock period are re moved (Korzhnev et al. 2005; Massi

et al. 2004). The correlation between R2,eff measured by

CT-CPMG at a mCPMG value of 1 kHz and HEROINE at a

mSL value of 6 kHz is excellent with a Pearson correlation

coefficient of 0.989 (Fig. 3b). The RMSD between the data

points is 0.21 s-1 and is comparable to the average error

derived from the CT-CPMG experiment rendering the rates

from both experiments nearly indistinguishable. Thus,

HEROINE probes the same RCT�CPMG
2;0 as in CT-CPMG,

and therefore this value can be used for the fitting proce-

dure described earlier.

Approaches for the determination of the inphase

intrinsic relaxation rates of 15N nuclei RN
2;0

� �
that differs

from RCT�CPMG
2;0 (Hansen et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2001) by

the proton longitudinal Eigenrelaxation rate have been

described in the literature, in which a series of experiments

were used to measure only the contribution of dipole–

dipole relaxation (Hansen et al. 2007), or where measure-

ments of heteronuclear-NOE, transverse and longitudinal

cross-correlated relaxation (Kroenke et al. 1998; Millet

et al. 2000) have been combined to calculate RN
2;0. How-

ever, this RN
2;0 cannot be used for the previously described

procedure to reduce the error in the fitting because a

quantification of RN
2;0 does not reflect contributions from

antiphase magnetization, of which the main relaxation

mechanism is through remote protons and is a difficult

contribution to quantify by only calculation (Lee et al.

2006; Long and Yang 2010; Loria et al. 1999). In principle,

if the remote proton contribution could be measured sep-

arately, then RCT�CPMG
2;0 could be calculated, but this may

lead to a larger error in RCT�CPMG
2;0 since uncertainties will

be propagated from the different experiments. An

alternative approach has also been reported where CT-

CPMG R2,eff is measured with a period where two spin

order R2HzNz is also recorded during the sequence (Wang

et al. 2001), in order to make the derived R2,eff value

approximately comparable to RN
2;0. But only conventional

values of mCPMG were considered which would not capture

the exchange contribution for residues that are in the fast-

regime (sex \ 150 ls). The motions in the fast-regime

could be better sampled using combination of CPMG and

a

b

Fig. 3 Validation of HEROINE experiment using 15N labeled

ubiquitin at 298 K, at which exchange process slower than 20 ls

do not exist (Ban et al. 2011) and thus, R2,eff from CT-CPMG with

1 kHz mCPMG and 6 kHz HEROINE experiment should display

similar values. a Example decay curves measured for residues Ile23

and Lys39 where points were sampled for 5–125 ms and fit to a

monoexponential function. b Correlation between R2,eff measured

with HEROINE and CT-CPMG using mSL and mCPMG values at 6 and

1 kHz, respectively. The solid line in b has a slope of 0.998 and the

Pearson correlation coefficient (r) is also given in b with a root mean

square deviation of 0.21 s-1. The average error of the CT-CPMG

experiment (0.19 s-1) is represented by the gray shading with the

black dashed line boundaries in b
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R1q data (Evenäs et al. 2001). In contrast, HEROINE

directly probes the actual magnetization that is used in CT-

CPMG experiments and is acquired via a single mono-

exponential decay profile as shown in Fig. 3 and uses spin-

lock fields where more efficient quenching of the exchange

contribution can be attained.

As an example of a protein that exhibits exchange processes

in the fast regime we selected the Oscillatoria aghardii

agglutinin (OAA) (Koharudin et al. 2011; Koharudin and

Gronenborn 2011), a lectin that binds high mannose glycans on

GP120, a protein linked to the entry of HIV into human cells

(Chan and Kim 1998). HEROINE together with CT-CPMG

measurements were performed. From the CT-CPMG experi-

ments performed on OAA at 296 K, several residues in the

carbohydrate binding pockets (Koharudin et al. 2011; Ko-

harudin and Gronenborn 2011) undergo exchange. Among

them, Trp77 and Asn99 exhibit the effect of a large (Fig. 4a, b)

and small (Fig. 4c, d) underestimation in Rex, respectively, for

the CT-CPMG with mCPMG values up to 960 Hz compared to

the HEROINE experiment that utilizes a mSL with an amplitude

of 6 kHz. Differences in R2;eff dR2;eff ¼ RCT�CPMG
2;eff

�

�RHEROINE
2;eff Þ for Trp77 and Asn99 are 9.67 ± 1.07 and

3.60 ± 0.63 s-1, respectively, hamper the accuracy of the

determined kinetic values (Table 1). For Trp77, if RCT�CPMG
2;0 is

not fixed when fitting the data using the BM formalism, min-

imized values differ by 66 % for kex, compared to a fit when

RCT�CPMG
2;0 is known fromHEROINE. In addition, thechemical

shift variance (Millet et al. 2000) (U = papbDx2) which is the

product of the populations (pa and pb) and Dx, could not be

determined with any precision. Such behavior, generally,

would indicate that the BM model is inappropriate and instead

the LM formalism should be used (Millet et al. 2000). When

the LM model is used to fit the data with RCT�CPMG
2;0 as an

adjustable parameter, an even faster kex is realized. More

interestingly, as long as RCT�CPMG
2;0 is kept fixed using the

HEROINE measured value both BM and LM models converge

to the same solution. In addition, as predicted from the simu-

lations described above (Fig. 1), the error in kex decreases by a

factor of 6 and 2 for the BM and LM formalisms, respectively.

Even for Asn99 (Fig. 4c, d) for which dR2,eff is smaller

(3.60 ± 0.63 s-1), kex determined from the BM approach

while RCT�CPMG
2;0 is kept as an adjustable parameter, within the

error, gives a similar value like the other models. Again, the

error associated with kex using the BM and LM formalism is

reduced by a factor of 2 and 5, respectively when the HERO-

INE measured RCT�CPMG
2;0 is included in the analysis. These

experimental results reported here are in accordance with the

observations from the MC simulations in Fig. 1.

a c

db

Fig. 4 Application of HEROINE to OAA. CT-CPMG dispersion

curves were measured for W77 (a, b) and N99 (c, d) and display

exchange on a fast timescale at 296 K. For the CT-CPMG experi-

ments on OAA, the maximum mCPMG was 960 Hz and represents a

conventional value used in CT-CPMG experiments (Ishima 2012). In

a and c data were fit using the BM model while in b and d the LM

model was applied. Fitted dispersion curves in blue correspond to

minimizations where RCT�CPMG
2;0 was a fitting parameter while red

curves represent fits to curves using R2,eff from HEROINE as a known

RCT�CPMG
2;0 . Strips next to the CT-CPMG data depict a given residue’s

measured R2,eff
HEROINE. Two residues were selected since they represent

situations where fits without a priori knowledge of RCT�CPMG
2;0 result in

large (W77; a 66 %, b 12 %) and small (N99; c 34 %, d 2 %)

deviations from the more accurately determined kex when RCT�CPMG
2;0 is

known. Dispersion curves are plotted up to a mCPMG value of 2 kHz in

order to readily detect the underestimation of the additional exchange

contribution to R2;eff ; dR2;eff RCT�CPMG
2;eff � RHEROINE

2;eff

� �
. a, b dR2,eff for

W77 is 9.67 ± 1.07 s-1, and for N99 (c, d) dR2,eff =

3.60 ± 0.63 s-1. For a known RCT�CPMG
2;0 a reduction in the errors of

the fitted parameters is observed and convergence amongst the

different models that are used to fit the data is reached (Table 1)
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The analysis of RD data also depends on selecting the

correct model that describes the exchange dependence

(Millet et al. 2000). Generally, newly acquired CT-CPMG

data is initially fit to models that are valid over all time-

scales (Carver-Richards and BM) or the fast exchange LM

model and then fit statistics (v2) are used in conjunction

with F tests to confirm the applicability of a given model

(Skrynnikov et al. 2001). Instead, using HEROINE, a new

protocol can be followed for handling data derived from

CT-CPMG sequences. Once, RCT�CPMG
2;0 is known, the BM

and LM models converge to similar values, and therefore

model selection becomes unnecessary. Thus, the BM

model, which is valid over all timescales, can be used

instead of the LM model. In particular, the HEROINE

experiment may even provide the correct solution in the

range where the LM model overestimates kex (1 B kex
true/

Dx\* 3; square box in Fig. 1; Fig. S1) (Allerhand and

Gutowsky 1964). Since the BM and LM models converge

to similar solutions, the Akaike Information Criterion

(Burnham and Anderson 2002) (AICc, see ‘‘Materials and

Methods’’) was used to identify the model that has the

highest probability of best representing the current data set.

In this case, for both Trp77 and Asn99 the LM model with

RCT�CPMG
2;0 determined from HEROINE (Table 1) was

selected from the AICc analysis.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated that if RCT�CPMG
2;0 is known experi-

mentally and therefore can be fixed during the analysis of

CT-CPMG data, accurate kinetic parameters can be

obtained over a broad range of kex/Dx ratios (Fig. 1). In

order to measure an accurate RCT�CPMG
2;0 valid for CT-

CPMG data, HEROINE was developed and validated

(Figs. 2, 3) and shown to give access to this exchange free

relaxation parameter in an unprecedentedly straightforward

manner. HEROINE utilized large mSL to measure an R2,eff

that represents a more true RCT�CPMG
2;0 where motions up to

25 ls are removed from R2,eff. If mSL values up to or

exceeding 6 kHz cannot be achieved with a given hardware

configuration, it is possible to use lower mSL values,

although additional measurements at different offsets must

be performed to maintain probed sites on-resonance. As

shown for OAA, using the rate measured with HEROINE,

as a way to constrain RCT�CPMG
2;0 , unifies different models

that are frequently used to describe exchange (Table 1;

Fig. 4). In addition, if HEROINE was not implemented for

OAA, leaving RCT�CPMG
2;0 as an adjustable fit parameter

would have resulted in gross underestimation of the

kinetics.

Including the transverse relaxation rate as a known

parameter during the minimization procedures has benefi-

cial effects, but depends on the exchange regime. For the

slow exchange regime, or the case when Dx is large

compared to the exchange rate, two scenarios are possible.

First, the exchange rate could be large enough that it is not

quenched by employed CT-CPMG refocusing field

strengths, but is still in the slow exchange regime due to a

very large Dx. Second, the exchange rate is small enough

to be quenched by the CPMG and Dx remains significantly

larger than the exchange rate. In our simulations, we could

predict that the precision and the accuracy can be improved

in both scenarios by including a measurement like HER-

OINE (data not shown, but for the latter case see Fig. 1).

However, the origin of this improvement needs to be

clarified. Particularly for the second scenario, the

improvement in precision may be solely originated with

excluding a fitting parameter, namely RCT�CPMG
2;0 . The

effectiveness of the HEROINE experiment may also play a

beneficiary role in scenarios where the kinetic scheme

includes two processes, one that is slow and the other that

is fast. The overlapping of two processes with distinct time

scales can affect the fitted data given that using conven-

tional refocusing frequencies may only sample the slower

process. Thus, if only slow process is fitted on this data, the

accuracy and the precision may be hampered. In this

regard, the HEROINE experiment could be a tool to

Table 1 Results from fits to CT-CPMG data measured on OAA with and without the HEROINE determined RCT�CPMG
2;0

RCT�CPMG
2;0 - Fit BM RCT�CPMG

2;0 - Known BM RCT�CPMG
2;0 - Fit LM RCT�CPMG

2;0 - Known LM

Trp77

kex (s-1) 1,401 ± 1,039 4,095 ± 160 3,590 ± 447 4,078 ± 160

U x103 (rad2 s-2) 162 ± 218 145 ± 10 123 ± 20 145 ± 3

AICc 19.04 18.48 17.54 15.35

Asn99

kex (s-1) 2,195 ± 896 3,329 ± 478 3,521 ± 744 3,591 ± 157

U x103 (rad2 s-2) 56.7 ± 12.3 58.5 ± 5.6 54.7 ± 13.6 56.2 ± 1.4

AICc 12.33 9.39 9.45 6.30
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differentiate whether a system is simple two-state or more

complicated scenarios. This effect is currently being

investigated.

Fast regime motions measured by CT-CPMG experi-

ments contain a parameter correlation (Fig. 4) between the

populations and Dx. HEROINE, in combination with a

recent approach (Vallurupalli et al. 2011) for breaking this

correlation, using the difference in chemical shifts from

single- and multiple quantum experiments, may further

extend the limit at which populations and Dx information

can be extracted. HEROINE could also be adapted for the

study of molecules with higher molecular weight. Even

though HEROINE was demonstrated on relatively small

systems, ubiquitin (8.7 kDa) and OAA (14 kDa), this pulse

sequence can be easily converted to incorporate a TROSY

(Pervushin et al. 1997) readout for macromolecules of

higher molecular weight. Additionally, if different nuclei

are of interest the approach outlined above would still hold.

CT-CPMG experiments have come into widespread use

for studying folding intermediates (Korzhnev et al. 2010),

enzymatic catalysis (Bhabha et al. 2011; Eisenmesser et al.

2005), and protein–ligand interactions (Korzhnev et al.

2009; Sugase et al. 2007). Therefore, the inclusion of

HEROINE with large mSL derived RCT�CPMG
2;0 for analyzing

CT-CPMG data will augment the current methodology in

order to improve the accuracy and reliability of kinetic data

from the micro- to millisecond timescale.

Materials and methods

Simulation

The assessment of CT-CPMG data fitted with and without

a known RCT�CPMG
2;0 was performed on synthetic data sets

created using the analytical Carver-Richards equation that

is valid over all timescales (Carver and Richards 1972;

Davis et al. 1994). Data was created for a single residue,

with kex values between 300 and 15,000 s-1 (defined in

Fig. 1 as kex
true), and Dx, pb (the minor population), and

RCT�CPMG
2;0 were kept constant at 2 ppm, 0.05, and 10 s-1,

respectively. For each exchange scenario, 100 dispersion

curves were created at two fields, 60.8 and 81 MHz for
15N, with a 2 % error in R2,eff. Each dispersion curve

consisted of seventeen points and mCPMG varied between 40

and 1,000 Hz. Each set was fit either with the BM

(McConnell 1958) or LM (Meiboom and Gill 1958) for-

malism using a non-linear Least Squares algorithm (see the

Supplementary Information for the equations used in the

fitting routine). From which, kex
fit was defined as the average

kex, and r was the standard deviation in kex of all mini-

mizations in a given synthetic set. For the BM model,

synthetic sets were used in which the ratio of kex
true/Dx\ 1

R2,eff was calculated only over the magnetization of the

major state (pa) R2;eff ¼ �1=T ln Ma tð Þ=Ma 0ð Þð Þ
� �

, whereas

for kex
true/Dx C 1 R2,eff was summed over the major and

minor state R2;eff ¼ �1=T ln Ma tð Þ þMb tð Þð Þ
� �

(Myint and

Ishima 2009). The LM model was only applied for sets for

which kex
true/Dx[ 1 (Allerhand and Gutowsky 1964; Luz

and Meiboom 1963).

NMR spectroscopy

Samples contained 2 mM 15N labeled ubiquitin, in 50 mM

sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, 100 mM NaCl, 0.05 %

NaN3, 5 % D2O/95 % H2O or 1 mM 15N labeled OAA in

20 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 5, 20 mM NaCl, 3 mM

NaN3, 5 % D2O/95 % H2O. CT-CPMG experiments fol-

lowed the scheme of Long et al. (Long and Yang 2010;

Pervushin et al. 1997). The phases of the 15N pulses during

the CT-CPMG blocks were alternated in order to minimize

off-resonance effects (Yip and Zuiderweg 2004). The pulse

schematic for the CT-CPMG experiment used here can be

found in the Supplementary Information (Figure S4). Con-

stant relaxation times of 60 and 50 ms were used, and mCPMG

values from 67 to 1,000 Hz and 80 to 960 Hz were employed

for ubiquitn and OAA, respectively. Three duplicates per

dispersion profile were used for error estimation in R2,eff

(Korzhnev et al. 2004). In total 80 (t1,max = 41.1 ms) and

512 (t2,max = 61 ms) complex points in the indirect and

direct dimensions, respectively, were collected with 8 tran-

sients per point for ubiquitin. For OAA, 100

(t1,max = 48.4 ms) and 512 (t2,max = 61 ms) complex points

in the indirect and direct dimensions, respectively, were

acquired with 32 transients per point. Recycle delays of 2 and

1.5 s were used for ubiquitin and OAA, respectively. All

spectra were processed and peak amplitudes determined

using the NMRPipe software package (Delaglio et al. 1995).

Analysis of CT-CPMG data followed procedures set in the

literature (Korzhnev et al. 2004, 2009). We utilized AICc

since the compared models are not nested (Burnham and

Anderson 2002). AICc was calculated as v2 þ
2m 1þ mþ1

1�m�1

� �
where v2 is the target function value from a

Least-Sqaures minimization, m the number of parameters in

a given model, and l the total number of R2,eff values (l = 15)

(Burnham and Anderson 2002).

Details in the setup of HEROINE are provided in the

caption of Fig. 2. Only residues that are on-resonance with

the applied mSL are considered for analysis. Analysis of

resonances is facilitated by using the largest mSL possible in

order to eliminate R1 and offset effects. HEROINE was

measured at three different offsets (X), reducing the maxi-

mum R1 contribution to R1q to 0.1 %. The application and

calibration for a mSL strength of 6 kHz was carried out as
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described in reference 20. Decay profiles were recorded by

varying the relaxation period, T, between 5–125 ms and

5–100 ms for ubiquitin and OAA, respectively. These pro-

files were subsequently fit to a monoexponential function as

described above. For ubiquitin, spectra were collected with

8 scans per point, for a total of 80 (t1,max = 41.1 ms) and

512 (t2,max = 61 ms) complex points in the indirect, and

direction dimensions, respectively. For OAA, spectra were

acquired with 90 (t1,max = 43.5 ms) and 512

(t2,max = 61 ms) complex points in the indirect and direct

dimensions, respectively with 8 transients per point. The

recycle delay used in experiments with ubiquitin and OAA

were 3 and 2 s, respectively. In order to match the tem-

peratures between both CT-CPMG and HEROINE experi-

ments a temperature compensation scheme (Wang and Bax

1993) was employed depending on the recycle delays,

relaxation delays, mCPMG and mSL from both experiments.

Details can be found in the Supplementary Information

(Figure S4). This temperature regulation scheme maintained

that both experiments were conducted under equal temper-

atures, which allows for the Variable Temperature Unit to

be offset to the desired temperature. For ubiquitin and OAA

on increase of 0.7 and 0.9 K, respectively was observed

when a mSL of 6 kHz was applied. The coil temperature did

not deviate during the application of the 15N 6 kHz field

strength (Fig. S5). Acquisition of all NMR data was on a

Bruker Avance I spectrometer operating at a 1H Larmor

frequency of 600 MHz with a QCI cryoprobe. The pulse

sequences used here can also be found in the Bruker library

of pulse programs. The analysis of CT-CPMG data with

HEROINE derived RCT�CPMG
2;0 values has also been incor-

porated in the ShereKahn program (Mazur et al. 2013)

which can be found at http://sherekhan.bionmr.org.
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